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Schmidt inner product, and (E f H n )
A its completion. For n = 1, 2, • • • , let (P( n E) denote the Banach space of continuous ^-homogeneous polynomials P (obtained from continuous symmetric w-linear forms A:EX
• • • XE->C by P(x)=A(x, • • • , x)), with the supremum norm on the unit ball of E, and let (P(°E) ==C [N, p. 7] . PROPOSITION HILBERT-SCHMIDT HOLOMORPHY TYPE 727 0<p<oo {resp. p = 0 or <*>), and is the inverse of the Fourier-Borel transformation [ D ] .
The formula i{u[\J
SKETCH OF PROOF. Let TGÇ P (E)'. Since (P#( n E) is continuously imbedded in each 5>(E), the restriction of T to (P#( n E) belongs to (P H ( n E)\ corresponding to riGö^E') given by T'Jx') = T(x' n ).
The formula t{x') -T(exp o x') defines the Fourier-Borel transform f:E'-+C
of T. We have in fact f = ]£"% r n 7w!G3y-i(E'). Conversely, given g'G^p-id*/) each ^ng / (0)G(P J ff( n £ / ) corresponds to a unique ( |g w )tfG(Ptf( n E)'. The formula
for fE:3 P (E) defines T g >E: <^p {Ey i and we get fo'^g'. This establishes the isomorphism of vector spaces and the duality (ƒ, g')=T 0 >(f). Moreover, ||g1|p-i = ||7V|| (dual norm in $ P (E)') when 0<p<oo. The continuity of the mappings from ^(E)' (resp. ^(E)') onto ÊFoCE' ) (resp. ^(E')) follows from the isometry from ^(E)' onto 5>-i(E') for 0<p< oo by the properties of countably Hubert spaces, bornological (DF)-spaces and their duals. o(E) follows from the duality. In the finite-dimensional case the nuclearity of ^(E), hence of 3 : o(E), comes from the nuclearity of the injections 5v(E)->3 r p (E) for p <cr. E' is a closed barrelled subspace of SF*,(E) and of 3 : o(E), so these spaces cannot be Montel or nuclear in the infinite-dimensional case. If P -u{ • • • w tt ' then P(d) is given by successive directional differentiation along «i, • • • , w n . In particular, we are reduced to linear partial differential operators with constant coefficients in the finitedimensional case. We also define the multiplication operator P • by P./(*)=P(*)/(*).
Partial differential operators of
